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Waking up early in the morning, experiencing a breeze from Kilimanjaro
Mountain enlighten the new day at TATCOT. The school is just located
on the foothill of the tallest mountain in Africa – Kilimanjaro. The
weather is so conducive for studies. Tanzania Training Centre for
Orthopaedic Technologist is abbreviated as TATCOT. As the name implies
it is a school situated in Kilimanjaro region (TANZANIA) and offers
courses in Orthopaedic. It deals with training people to fabricate
Prosthesis and Orthotics. In simple words prosthesis are those
appliances that replace a missing limb (an artificial leg to an
amputee) and orthoses are those appliances that support, maintain,
correct and restore a function on the available limb which is weak or
paralyzed (calipers, sprints etc).

A week day (Mon – Frid) starts
normal at school, carrying our
books for theory and then
practical. To be competent with
patient work, we do study
Anatomy, Pathology, General
Health, Biomechanics, Clinics,
Mechanics, Math and Technical
Drawing. On Wednesday it is set
for practical throughout for
second years and Thursday –
Practical for First year.
You
show set of 32 teeth when you
see that you have helped someone
to walk for a mile. Our mortal
‘500 miles’ still motivate us to
work tooth and nail so that we
should be successful in
everything we are doing. Really
personally I do enjoy practical
because you got ‘hand on
experience’ with patient.
The school has people from
different part of Africa, being
there is like an ambassador
representing your country.
Learning skills from others is
essential and we do share
different techniques on how to
work better.
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Once more on behalf of my
fellows sponsored by 500 Miles,
I say great thanks to the
organization for catering
everything about all our
expenses at TATCOT. Their
support is immeasurable and let
their mission prevail. It’s our
prayer that we continue with the
mission every time where ever we
are.
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